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Abstract. The work presented in this paper is a part of research project supported by Ministry of
Culture and devoted to conservation of precious mosaic of "Last Judgement" on St. Vitus Cathedral in
Prague. The aim of the project is to enhance external protective polymeric coating on glass tesserae of
mosaic and also to develop optical method for assessment of coating’s surface conditions. The paper
concentrates on comparison of various methods for surface evaluation assesses their advantages and
disadvantages and also discusses their suitability for long term monitoring of coating state, namely
reflectometry, scanning probe microscopy, nanoindentation, white-light interferometry, and scanning
electron microscopy. It is found that white-light interferometry and reflectometry methods are the most
suitable ones for monitoring purposes.
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1. Introduction
This study is a part of extensive research project
devoted to protection of medieval glass mosaic found
on Southern entrance to St. Vitus cathedral on
Prague Castle. Finished at the end of 14th century,
the Last Judgement Mosaic at south wall of St. Vitus
Cathedral in Prague Castle complex belongs to the
oldest outdoor glass mosaics in the Czech Republic
(see [1] and [2] for more details on mosaic history and
conservation).
Although glass is being considered as a stable
material, the reality is more complicated, especially
if we are interested in long-time properties of the
glass. Historical glass is different from contemporary
in chemical composition and production technology.
Therefore, its resistance to elements is generally lower
and gradual degradation takes part. As tesserae of
glass mosaics are exposed to various harmful effects
like temperature fluctuation, rain, frost, chemicals,
their durability can be improved with some protection
coating [3]. Based on previous restoration works, the
glass is protected by a two-layer polymeric coating
system and an additional new layer is now under
development. But also the resistance of the coating
itself is limited and has to be carefully selected.
Especially for monitoring of the state of this new
layer, a novel monitoring method is being developed.

2. Specimen Treatment and
Characterization
2.1. Artificial Weathering of Specimens
As a first step, glass specimens - microscopy slides dip coated with the polymeric coating were prepared
and artificially weathered to observe and measure
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effects of degradation process. One half of every slide
was covered with the investigated protective layer,
while second half was left uncoated and unprotected.
Changes in appearance were measured after one week,
two weeks, three weeks, four weeks, five weeks, and
six weeks of artificial weathering of high humidity
and temperature [4].

2.2. Sufrace Characterization of
Specimens
It is known that surface roughness and angular reflectivity are closely related to surface topography and
can be used to characterize the degree of degradation.
Changes of the surface were visible and the deployed
optical and mechanical methods showed, that these
changes are also measurable [5] [6]. One variable
which is used for characterization of surface topography is arithmetic roughness. Arithmetical roughness
is defined as
PN

|Zi − Z̄|
,
(1)
N
where N is the number of points in the area,
where roughness is calculated, Zi is the measured
Z-coordinate for each individual point, Z is the arithmetic mean of Zi of all points in the area. Our
measurement shows that this variable increases with
time of artificial weathering. Another useful measure
explained later is the change of reflectivity of surface from "specular" to "Lambertian", i. e. evenly
matt.The reflectance property enables to determine
quantitatively "position" of surface on gloss to matt
scale for given wavelength (surface may appear rough
at shortwaves while being glossy at longwaves of
electro-magnetic radiation). This position can be
used to indicate surface roughness. Various methods
Ra =

i=1
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were used to characterize changes occurring on the
surface and inside the weathered coating. The changes
result in visual degradation, loss of transparency and
gloss. To study these surface alterations, we used
digital microscopy, scanning probe microscopy (SPM),
scanning electron microscopy (SEM), interferometry
in white light and angle depended reflectometry. The
following chapter concentrates on selection of suitable
non-invasive methods for assessment and monitoring
of coating properties.

3. Used Optical and Mechanical
Methods
3.1. Digital Microscope
A 3D microscope (Hirox KH-7700) with focus stacking technique was used. This technique overcomes
the limitation of optical microscopy of shallow depth
of focus by combining multiple images with different
focus. The visual changes documented by this digital
microscope with enhanced depth of focus can be associated with roughening of the coating surface due
to chemical and physical effects. One can observe
snowflake like surface features, formation of rounded
protrusions, ridges and valleys as surface "wrinkles".
The changes (see Fig. 1) are visually assessed by
naked eye as gradual decrease of gloss and also as
diffuse appearance of the surface.

3.2. Nanoindenter with SPM
Degradation of coating surface was also studied by
nanoindenter (Hysitron TI-750). It was found that
hardness increases significantly with duration of artificial weathering. SPM technique is integrated into the
device, therefore the microtopography of the coating
can be analyzed as well. Increase of surface irregularities and overall roughness was observed as demonstrated in Fig. 2. SPM is not limited in its resolution
to features comparable to wavelength of visible light
as optional microscopy and can be used to measure
fine surface microtopography. On the other hand, a
significant drawback of this technique is the horizontal size of analyzed area, which is limited to 80 µm.
Therefore the investigated area cannot be considered
representative.

3.3. Scanning Electron Microscopy
The scanning electron microscope Mira II. (Tescan,
Brno, Czech Republic) was used for observation.
However SEM overcomes the limitation of optical
microscope in terms of resolution and depth of filed.
In order to observe the coating in SEM, it is necessary
to add a thin conductive layer (several nanometers
of carbon or gold). Therefore the method cannot be
considered as non-invasive technique. A backscattered
electron detector and a secondary electron detector
are predominantly used to record a signal and form
an image of observed surface. Contrast in former is
based on difference of atomic number in viewfield,
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while the topography is mostly recorded by the
later. As seen on Fig. 3, the only atomic contrast
is presence of dust particles (upper part) and as
concerns the topography of initial coating’s surface,
this technique renders it flat (lower part of figure).

3.4. White-Light Interferometry
White-light interferometry is an interferometric
methods. Interferometric methods use interference of
light. Interferometric devices are often constructed
as Michelson interferometer. The first experiments
with white-light interferometry have been done
by A. A. Michelson [7]. However, the method
became practically usable about 20 years ago in
connection with the development of computational
data processing. The name of this method is a bit
improper. A better name would be "interferometry in
polychromatic light" because the used light does not
need to seem as "white" for human eye, and it is not
necessary so that the light must be visible. A light
source of time-incoherent radiation with continuous
spectrum is used for this method. Light bulb, LED
diode or super-luminescence diode can be such a light
source. It is being utilized that coherence length of
the radiation is short, and interference effect occurs
only if difference of optical paths in the interferometer
is comparable with the coherence length [8].
The measured specimen is situated in one arm.
Reference mirror is situated in second arm. The
specimen is equipped with a fine linear stage. Camera
recording interfered light detects a series of snaps
while the specimen moves on the stage. Graphical
dependence of intensity of detected radiation (light)
is called correlogramme. The serie of snaps is then
processed with help of various methods, usually
Hilbert transformation [9]. The result of this processing is the maximum of envelope of the correlogramme.
Position of maximum of the correlogramme is equal
to z-coordinate (height coordinate) of measured point.
We measured artificially weathered microscope slides
coated with protective layer with Zygo white-light
interferometer (Fig. 4). Correspondence between
roughness and weathering is then summarized in Fig.
5. It shows that as weathering continues, the surface
roughness increases.

3.5. Reflectometry
Surfaces of real objects can be divided to three groups:
1. optically smooth, 2. transition, 3. optically raw.
For optically smooth surfaces h < λ/4 and ∆ϕ < π
in a cell of resolution. For optically raw surfaces
h > λ/2 and ∆ϕ > 2π, where h is relief height,
λ is wavelength of the radiation and ∆ϕ is phase
shift detected in a cell of resolution. The transition
surfaces have properties as smooth or raw surfaces
in dependence of conditions and behave variously. A
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Figure 1. Digital microscope depiction of progressing surface degradation.

Figure 2. Gradual change of coating’s surface measured by Scanning probe microscopy mode in nanoindenter. Color
coded vertical scale changes from image to image, thus height difference between the lowest and highest point is
given.

Most of surfaces (except special cases like crocidolite,
chatoyant glitter etc.) behaves "more orderly"; it is
sufficient to study its reflectivity properties in plane
of incidence ray.

Figure 3. SEM image of the unweathered coating
using (a) the BSE detector and (b) the SE detector.

quite general access includes a possibility of reflection
of incidence ray out of incidence plane. Reflected
radiation is completely described with bidirectional
reflectance distribution function (BRDF)[10] [11].
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For angle dependent reflectometry, we have designed
and built a programmable automatic device. Reflectometry, in our interpretation, is measuring of relative
intensity of reflected light in dependence on incidence
angle φ and angle of observation ε, therefore the device
is capable to create a two-dimensional map of relative
intensity of reflected radiation in dependence on incidence angle and angle of observation ". As follows
from 4, where the relative intensity is expressed as
false colour [12], the more weathered surface the more
dispersed peak in reflectivity map can be found. Although this expression is more qualitative than quantitative, it is visible from such a map, how studied
surface is specular or matt. The map shows relative
intensity of light measured by reflectometer for given
pair of incidence and observation angles (φ, ε), Fig. 6.
The maxima are naturally found for conditions, where
the two angles are equal. Increase in coating’s surface
roughness is associated with widening of maximum’s
profile.
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Figure 4. Three artificially weathered specimens of glass covered with protective layer: 0 weeks (non-weathered),
3 weeks, and 5 weeks old. Above: horizontal profiles, below: false color height maps. Field of view 3.53×2.56 mm.

Figure 5. Relation between area roughness and duration of accelerated weathering of coating.

4. Discussion and Conclusions
Several methods capable of analyzing surface properties were applied in this presented comparative
study. The major goal was to evaluate advantages
and disadvantages of these methods and select the
most suitable one for documentation and quantitative
characterization of surface degradation.
These
methods will be exploited for long-term monitoring
of protective coating of glass mosaic.
It was confirmed that optical methods can be
used to quantify changes the changes induced by
the degradation of polymeric coating induced by
accelerated weathering.
It was found that the necessity to cover the surface of
the specimen with a conductive layer excludes SEM
from further consideration, because this additional
layer alters the specimen properties. The applied technique has to be non-invasive, if long-term monitoring
has to be achieved. SPM correctly indicates the surface topography changes, but the area studied was too
small to be representative for the whole coating. Digital microscope can document coating modifications as

weathering progresses. But in long-term monitoring
based on observation of microscopy slides, there is a
possibility the results would be hindered by degradation of glass below coating as the digital microscope
is the only method in compared set that relies on
transparency of the set microscopy slide - coating.
Therefore methods quantifying the coating roughness
as a measure of its degradation are the best candidates for reliable monitoring. A suitable method is
direct roughness measurement as in white light interferometry or indirect expression of roughness in
surface reflectivity as measured by reflectometer.
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